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SAP GRC Access Control Background Jobs in risk analysis and remediation
(formerly Virsa Compliance Calibrator)
One of the main tasks performed in risk analysis and remediation is running an organization-wide SOD
risk analysis in regular intervals thus updating management reports to present the analysis results in a
graphical and easy to read format. The system provides the facility to schedule background jobs for these
activities. To navigate to the background job scheduler page, follow the path Configuration ->
Background job -> Schedule Analysis.

This document looks at the capabilities of background jobs and outlines best practices around scheduling
and running these background jobs. Following are the main topics discussed:

•

Types of background jobs

•

Modes of background jobs

•

Order of executing background jobs

•

Monitoring background jobs

•

Ad hoc background jobs
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Types of background jobs
Three different types of background jobs can be scheduled from the background job scheduler page.
•

User/Role/Profile Synchronization

•

Batch Risk Analysis

•

Management Report

User/Role/Profile Synchronization background job pulls the users data (user ids and user names only),
role and profile data (technical role/profile names only) from the selected backend systems and stores
them. This is the first section in the background job scheduler page.
Batch Risk Analysis job performs SOD risk analysis on the users/roles/profiles stored with the system.
During the execution of batch risk analysis for users, the application selects one user from the database,
fetches the actions/authorizations of the user from the backend system and performs risk analysis using
the rules stored in Access Control. The resulting SOD violations are stored. Access Control then selects
the next user and performs the steps above for the new user. The batch risk analysis job for roles and
profiles also follow similar steps.
Management Report job uses the results of batch risk analysis job to abstract the high level data to be
presented in graphical formats in the informer tab. From the analysis results, the total no of violations, the
distribution of violations with respect to business process and with respect to High, Medium and Low
types of risks are calculated and stored during the execution of the management report job. One set of
management report data is maintained in the application for each month. Every time a management
report is run, the management report data is overwritten for the current month.

Modes of background jobs
Background jobs can be run in following two different modes.
•

Incremental

•

Full Synch

Incremental – When background job is run in Incremental mode, the application takes into account only
those users/roles/profiles which are modified since the last background job run. For example; when a
user synch job is run in the incremental mode, only the users added or modified in the selected backend
ABAP system are pulled. Similarly when batch risk analysis job is run in incremental mode, SOD risk
analysis job is performed for only those users who have been added or modified since last user analysis
job was run.
Full Sync – When background job is run in a Full Sync mode, it takes into account all the users present in
the system. For example, when the user synchronization job is run in Full Synch mode, data for all the
users in the selected backend system is pulled into Access Control. Similarly when a batch risk analysis
job is run in the full synch mode, SOD risk analysis is done for all the users present in Access Control
regardless of whether any changes have happened to a user since the last run.
One important point to note about the Full synch mode is that when the background jobs are scheduled
for the very first time, they need to be run in the full synch mode. Once the background jobs in full synch
mode completes, incremental jobs can be scheduled to run in an ongoing basis to synchronize the
Access Control database with changes made to Users/ Roles/Profiles in the backend and update risks
incurred by the changes.

Order of executing background jobs
As discussed earlier there are three different types of background jobs namely: User/Role/Profile synch,
Batch risk analysis and Management reports. For each of these job types, independent jobs can be
scheduled from the background job scheduler page for users or roles or profiles. All these separate jobs
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can also be scheduled to run together as one job. In this section it is described when to schedule
individual jobs separately and when to schedule them together as one single job.
As one can imagine, there is a sequence in which the background jobs should be run for correct result.
The following should be the order of execution:
First: user/role/profile synchronization
Second: Batch Risk Analysis
Third: Management report
The user/role/profile synch job should be completed first before the batch risk analysis job can be started
so that the risk analysis would occur on the most current data for users or roles or profiles. Management
report should be run only after batch risk analysis job is completed successfully so that management
report is based on the most current risk analysis result.
To ensure background jobs run in this sequence, all the jobs should be scheduled in one single job as
depicted in the figure below. Access Control will start executing the individual tasks in the appropriate
order. However it is recommended to schedule only the incremental jobs in this manner.

The full synch analysis jobs are not advisable to run in this fashion. This is because full synch jobs can
be very heavy and time consuming jobs which might require manual monitoring to make sure that
background jobs are progressing properly. The Full synch jobs can take hours to days to run depending
upon the no of users/roles/profiles, the average no of authorizations and the no of SOD violations. Hence
it is recommended that full synch jobs should be run separately in the sequence as mentioned above.
The Batch Risk Analysis jobs are the most time consuming ones and it is better to monitor these jobs
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during its execution. The following section describes how to monitor Access Control background jobs for
risk analysis and remediation (formerly Virsa Compliance Calibrator).

Monitoring background jobs
It is recommended to monitor Background Jobs that are taking long time or jobs that are scheduled
during initial data load to make sure the data is loaded properly and completely. To monitor scheduled
jobs, go to Configuration tab, click on Background Job and do search for the Background job. The
resulting page displays the list of searched jobs as shown below.

The state of the job provides an initial status about the job. Following are the possible states of a
background job.
•

Ready: The job is scheduled and in the queue ready to be picked up by the scheduler.

•

Running: The job is currently being executed.

•

Complete: The job is completed successfully.

•

Error: There was an error while executing the job.

•

Aborted: An unexpected error happened and the job was aborted.

For those jobs which run for hours, you might want to get more insight into the progress of the job. Click
on View Log button in the search result screen. The view log screen appears and the log details are
displayed in a text area. Click inside the text area and search for the job id. The percentage complete;
total no. of objects to be analyzed; no. of objects already analyzed; name of the object currently being
analyzed etc. can be viewed in the log file. In the figure below, it shows - for the job id: 7, 81% analysis is
complete. 65 out of 80 objects have been analyzed. The current user being analyzed is SSMITH. Since
the latest status is at the bottom of the file, to get the latest status always scroll to the bottom and search
for the job id in the upward direction.
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Ad hoc background jobs
Ad hoc background jobs are risk analysis jobs scheduled from the Informer tab. The results of analysis
are not stored in the Access Control database. The results are stored in flat files on the server. The
results of these analyses do not contribute towards updating the management reports.

Related Content
•

Quick reference guide on post-installation tasks

•

SAP GRC Access Control pre-implementation guide

•

Quick reference guide on periodic job processing
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SAP, R/3, mySAP, mySAP.com, xApps, xApp, SAP NetWeaver, and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as
their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP AG in Germany and in several other countries all over the
world. All other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies. Data contained in this
document serves informational purposes only. National product specifications may vary.
These materials are subject to change without notice. These materials are provided by SAP AG and its affiliated companies ("SAP
Group") for informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any kind, and SAP Group shall not be liable for errors
or omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for SAP Group products and services are those that are set forth in
the express warranty statements accompanying such products and services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as
constituting an additional warranty.
These materials are provided “as is” without a warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to, the
implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement.
SAP shall not be liable for damages of any kind including without limitation direct, special, indirect, or consequential damages that
may result from the use of these materials.
SAP does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information, text, graphics, links or other items contained within these
materials. SAP has no control over the information that you may access through the use of hot links contained in these materials
and does not endorse your use of third party web pages nor provide any warranty whatsoever relating to third party web pages.
Any software coding and/or code lines/strings (“Code”) included in this documentation are only examples and are not intended to be
used in a productive system environment. The Code is only intended better explain and visualize the syntax and phrasing rules of
certain coding. SAP does not warrant the correctness and completeness of the Code given herein, and SAP shall not be liable for
errors or damages caused by the usage of the Code, except if such damages were caused by SAP intentionally or grossly
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